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The paper mainly focuses on the eventual challenges faced by an English teacher in 
the classroom with the current situation are highly listed as the lack of value, 
conviction and interest shown towards the language. The teaching of any literary 
component or any language skill becomes difficult and challenging when taught with 
the traditional classroom lecture methodology. So, our paper primarily focuses on the 
contemporary challenges faced in teaching English to this “modern day technical 
oriented kids” with a need of revisiting the teaching pedagogy in the classroom for 
Language learning as per the current requirement and expectation of the students. The 
methodology and the modern day teaching tools which can resolve the challenges 
faced in the teaching of English. Teachers’ compatibility in harnessing themselves 
regarding the modern day teaching tools of English. 
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Introduction: 

 In this modern era of teaching and learning with the technological 
advancement, the process of class room teaching has become more challenging. The 
class room to a student has been more like a barrier than a learning place for the 
modern day kids. English is a universally accepted language for communication has 
its widespread scope around the globe. The necessity of learning this language 
especially in the non-English speaking countries has gone to the highest level, as 
English language is a pathway for anyone to recognise themselves in this swiftly 
growing world. This language opens the gate for many to contribute themselves at the 
world level. So, the language teaching has even more vital role to play than learning. 
From past several decades this language learning process used to happen inside the 
four walls, but the modern day technical tools have enhanced the scope of learning for 
the modern day kids. There are several challenges to overcome in teaching-learning 
process of English, which this paper discusses about and also some technical tools 
which can ease the challenges of teaching English as per the modern day requirement.      

The contemporary challenges of teaching and learning language English 

It could be a hectic process to explore and understand the fact about the birth 
of English language in the countries like India. However, it is widely accepted 
language all over the world considering it as a universal language for communication. 
Yes, probably the word ‘universal’ is enough to say how important is this language to 
learn for anyone in this modern era of competitive world. 

Abstract 
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Meanwhile, when we speak about the competitive world, language English has this 
gigantic scope of learning, covering almost all the sector in the world. Hence, the 
teaching of this language becomes equally important. From at least last three decades 
English language has found a big leap in the learning process of it. The classroom 
teaching has been key for learning English especially non-English speaking countries. 
There are few contemporary challenges regarding the teaching English to non-English 
speaking children. Right from the beginning there were few challenges which still 
exist but in modern times the challenges has grown double with the concepts like 
technological advancement in learning. The English language teacher is facing a lot of 
challenges in the classrooms in this modern day teaching. This paper attempts to list 
out some our experiences and our experiments with the class room teaching. 

The students of today’s age belong to a new generation learners’, the old conservative 
methodology does not hold well any longer. They are digitally born, influenced with 
the moving generational attitudes they are lost in the digital world and the lost the 
curiosity to browse through the books. 

This paper attempts to list out some our experiences and our experiments with the 
class room teaching. 

1. Multilingual or Bilingual speaking students 

The utmost challenge for any teacher in the class to teach English would be to grab 
the attention of those students who speak more than one language but not English. A 
student tends to translate every bit of his language into English where the speaking 
becomes even more difficult causing a threat called ‘hesitation’ and ‘fear’ onside the 
student’s mind in learning this foreign language. Also understanding becomes 
difficult for those multi-lingual student as they understand everything in their own 
respective language. Another major challenging area in the English classrooms is that 
of different regional influences with what the students come from. We have different 
dialects, native language influences which the teacher has fight with first, free them 
from their influences and start to imprint new and the right dialects. Most of the times 
many a teacher too is a victim of this problem. 

2. Lack of Interest in English Language Learning Process 

Children who learn English as a foreign language has no idea about how important it 
is to learn English at their basic level as they are surrounded with their own respective 
language. This creates a student’s mind to lose interest towards learning of English. 
Hence, this leads a child to lack of basic knowledge about the English and comes to a 
strong conclusion that learning English is a hard nut to crack. The teacher struggles to 
hold the attention of the students in the class hours. Their attention span has 
drastically lowered and they stay out of the topic and prefer to stay mentally absent in 
the classrooms. The old style of chalk and talk lecture methods is not going to help 
the teacher anymore.  He has to adapt himself to the new ways of teaching and he 
should a student first to understand and learn the innovative technological tools to 
improvise him and to reach out to his students. 

3. Semester system and marks oriented learning 

The semester system which is followed in most of the universities is detrimental to a 
good learning process. The teacher will not get enough of time to work with the 
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students, the system is in rush kind of scenario wherein the teacher could accomplish 
the complete experiment with the students. The students who learn English has this 
tendency to learn English at the school and college level with the purpose of only 
scoring good marks or sometimes even just to pass in the language English. As a 
result, student is not able to learn grammar or language from the core of 
understanding but remembers only that position required for the examination. Further 
in the future a student cannot recall about all those concepts learnt previously and 
hence they fail to execute themselves this language. This is one of the major issues in 
the non-English speaking countries. 

Innovative Practices 

The new teacher must adapt himself to the new age students and this adaptation is a 
must for a teacher to perform and excel himself in this field. He should be innovative 
in creating his own methodology through which he could be successful in capturing 
the students’ attention and get them involved in the learning process. The numerous 
ways in which a teacher can engage the students are enumerated as below. These ones 
are tried and tested ones by us in our classrooms which has helped us to perform 
better. 

� Interactive sessions: 

The teacher should focus more on making the class an interactive one rather than one 
sided explanation. The lesser the involvement of the student in a class makes him get 
disinterested and stays away from the discussion. The teacher should also welcome 
the discussion from the students even if he gets in to the discussion in his regional 
language or even if he gets into discussion with language errors. Only when the 
teacher has the openness to accept and make the students comfortable with the topic 
and then there is scope for interaction. 

� Illustrations from cross literature: 

The teacher should engage the students specially in the language classes, quoting 
them some of the references from the other language literature which they would have 
read in their regional language, be it local or national language through which their 
experience is widened and interest is captured. Most of the times, the text the teacher 
would be dealing would have context of a foreign culture which the student may not 
feel or relate to it. The teacher has to interpret the text, but more focus should be 
given on to discussion of the theme and its analysis, and try to bring in illustrations 
from the regional literature too. This can bind the students into this main stream and 
they will be connected to the teacher and his line of thought. 

� Role Plays: 

The teacher should engage the students by giving them more freedom in the 
classroom by assigning them role plays based on the text which has been discussed. 
This practice makes the student get an exposure with the art of script writing, enacting 
and will hold their interest in the classroom improving their creative skills. When the 
emphasis is shifted from teacher centric to student centric, then the results would 
definitely change. There would a discussion of the theme and indirectly an 
improvement in their language skills which boosts up their confidence. 
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� Usage of Technology: 

Teachers’ gain an upper hand in teaching if they effectively use technology in their 
classroom teaching at all levels of education be it primary, high school or the high 
education. It is the need of the hour for the teachers to get upgraded themselves with 
the modern technological devices which are most suited for the teaching purposes. 
Almost many of the classrooms which we find ourselves now are ICT enabled which 
makes the teacher makes become more powerful and impressive. Along with the text, 
they can give relevant references, viewpoints related to the topic through some of the 
powerful websites like YouTube, which is a rich source of information where we can 
take our students from the text of the real life experience. The teacher can make the 
students get acquainted with the author’s references, his biography and his other 
works. Many a times the teacher could get his hands upon the movie, play, and 
playing it to the students is of much benefit. It is often told that learning happens in a 
better way when it is done through a visual mode.  

� Research based Assignments: 

The teacher should give assignments to the students wherein the student should move 
out of the text to the bigger world and should engage himself either in reading other 
books or browsing through the internet available material.  This enables and 
empowers the student to go through other sources of literature, get acquainted with it. 
The teacher can ask the students to prepare PPT presentations of related interest topics 
and through this we can find students more involvement in the learning process. Many 
a times, peer learning also helps in the class. Scope should to be given for discussions 
and representation of their individual thoughts openly and freely. 

� Games, Appsor Activity Based Learning: 

Students of the modern day are more reliant on the technology and they would always 
be very attentive and participative in the language class when taught with the usage of 
games based on language learning. These games or activities make a student pitch 
their lane towards learning. Activities like pic and act/speak, debate competition on 
topics from syllabus, speech or public speaking competitions will encourage students 
to learn language in a much enthusiastic manner. Mobile apps or internet games like 
Word search, Word cookies, and Puzzle World can enrich students with their word 
building knowledge. 

 There are certain mobile apps for the learning like, Duolingo, Byju’s, 
Dictionary Apps,E-books appslike Google Playbooks, Kindle etc, which are easily 
available at Google Play Store and IOS App Store creating an easy access to students 
with reading interests at the fingertips. 

 Here are some of the methods and language developmental activities listed 
below that are conducted in the classrooms beyond the syllabus to enrich their 
language skills, which has improved the classroom atmosphere. 

Sl. 
No 

Development methods Aids to be used Development 

1. Mandatory daily English 
newspaper reading  

Any reputed daily English 
newspapers  

It can develop students’ 
reading habit and 

improves word power of 
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the student 
2. Watching or Listening to 

the English News reports, 
discussions and debates 

Television (English News 
Channels) or access through 

internet of English News 
channels 

Helps to understand the 
speaking methods and 
different culture of the 

language. 

3. English Vocabulary games Paper methods or internet 
word games 

A student can register as 
many words possible 

4. 
 

English Quiz Different grammar books or 
English quiz books 

Improves vocabulary and 
grammar. 

5. Picture Quiz Picture crosswords Helps improve vocabulary 

6. Role play Scripts of mini dramas Develops confidence in 
student and fluency 

7 
 

Presentations Through PPT’s or charts Helps to improve 
presentation skills 

8. Group discussions GD methodology  Develops confidence, pre-
practice for the interview, 

and idea sharing 
9. Stage speaking/Public 

Speaking 
General topics and 

auditorium 
Helps to curb the stage 

fear 
10. 

 
Anchoring practice/speech 

practice/MC practice 
Mock stage programmes Helps to face the people 

and improve confidence 
11. Mock interview Interview methodology  Knowledge and pre-

practice for the student, 
understands the interview 

skills 
12. Listening Motivational 

Speech  
Language Lab can be 

utilized/ Computer lab with 
internet access and hearing 

aids 

Helps to understand the 
methods of speaking  

13.  Idioms and Phrases List of A-Z idioms Can helps the student in 
using the language in more 

polished way 
Conclusion: 

The role of a teacher as a mentor: 

To be a successful teacher, one should step into the role of a Mentor and only as a 
mentor he could get closer to the students. A genuine interest in transforming a 
student will only bring them close together. Today in the days of digital revolution, 
information over flow is seen everywhere, every field. There is no need for a student 
to get the information through the classrooms and the teacher. In this scenario, the 
role of teacher should be of that a facilitator, guide and direct them in the right 
direction with care and attention. The teacher can excel with the assistance of 
technological tools by his special care and attention.  

We feel, the text should be a pretext for the teacher to explore, express and make the 
students experience the beautiful world of literature and language. In the success of 
the students a teacher would find his fulfilment of his profession.But, it is clear that a 
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teacher must be completely equipped with technology to enable the ICT and 
innovative practice based teaching.  

In order to be effective and hold the attention of these students, reach them out, there 
is an urgent need for the teacher to get acquainted with the new technological tools 
that will bring the teacher and the student together in the pursuit of learning. So, it is 
these learning methodologies which can curb the situation for many students to learn 
English, who feel that learning of this language is a hard nut to crack. These insights 
are given on the basis of our experience found during our course of teaching the 
English language to the under graduates. 

Recommendations to UGC: 

Our paper so far has focused both on the challenges in the classroom and the remedies 
to curb them. However, we have also mentioned the language developmental 
activities conducted in the classroom apart from the UGC prescribed syllabus. Hence, 
it is recommended to UGC to inculcate and include these language learning activities 
through proper channel in the syllabus, which we feel more vital to place themselves 
in any position to compete with this world. 
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